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ABSTRACT

1. INTRODUCTION

Next generation tiled microarchitectures are going to be limited by off-chip misses and by on-chip network usage. Furthermore, these platforms will run an heterogeneous mix
of applications with very different memory needs, leading
to significant optimization opportunities. Existing adaptive
memory hierarchies use either centralized structures that
limit the scalability or software based resource allocation
that increases programming complexity.
We propose Elastic Cooperative Caching, a dynamic and
scalable memory hierarchy that adapts automatically and
autonomously to application behavior for each node. Our
configuration uses elastic shared/private caches with fully
autonomous and distributed repartitioning units for better
scalability. Furthermore, we have extended our elastic configuration with an Adaptive Spilling mechanism to use the
shared cache space only when it can produce a performance
improvement. Elastic caches allow both the creation of big
local private caches for threads with high reuse of private
data and the creation of big shared spaces from unused
caches. Local data allocation in private regions allows to
reduce network usage and efficient cache partitioning allows
to reduce off-chip misses.
The proposed scheme outperforms previous proposals by
a minimum of 12% (on average across the benchmarks) and
reduces the number of offchip misses by 16%. Plus, the
dynamic and autonomous management of cache resources
avoids the reallocation of cache blocks without reuse which
results in an increase in energy efficiency of 24%.

Chip multiprocessors are now widely used and, due to
the limited parallelism of most commercial applications, are
expected to run multiple heterogeneous workloads simultaneously. In this environment the behavior of each of these
applications can be very different and therefore lead to different cache requirements. Recent studies [16] show that cache
partitioning has a significant performance impact in runtime execution and that dynamic configurations can adapt
to the program’s time-varying phase behavior and improve
performance.
One example of the optimization opportunities that adaptive configurations can exploit is the simultaneous execution
of streaming and cache bound applications. For instance,
audio and video streaming are commonly executed simultaneously with text editors, web browsers or antivirus in desktop computers. In general, streaming applications do not
take advantage of the upper levels of the memory hierarchy
and introduce a high amount of data in the caches that is not
going to be reused. This inefficiency is aggravated in shared
caches by the eviction of blocks from other applications that
could be eventually reused. Therefore, it is interesting to
have a memory hierarchy that provides some kind of intelligent control to distribute resources fairly and take advantage
of the differences among applications. Ideally, the reallocation of resources should be managed autonomously through
hardware arbiters to avoid adding extra complexity to the
software layer. In addition, next generation memory hierarchies should provide the elasticity to offer the low latency
advantages of private caches and the low off-chip miss rate
of shared caches. Future tiled microarchitectures also need
scalable structures to allow increased levels of parallelism.
Prior work has been done to distribute cache resources
dynamically either by software or hardware. Organizations
with software allocation [4, 13, 21] increase the programming
complexity and, in some cases, use centralized structures
that limit the scalability. On the other hand, organizations
with hardware allocation either use snooping mechanisms [9]
or have a centralized structure, like the last-level cache [23,
24] or the directory [12], that limit the scalability. In addition, most existing solutions do not consider applications
with shared data since resources are divided among threads
without considering if replication is desirable.
To solve the scalability issues of existing solutions, we
propose the Elastic Cooperative Caching (ElasticCC). ElasticCC uses distributed cache partitioning units able to operate autonomously with local information, allowing the redistribution of cache resources without centralized structures
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or intensive communication among nodes. In our configuration, Shared/Private caches are used in each node together
with its own repartitioning unit. Shared regions of all caches
create a big shared cache to store evicted blocks from the
most active private regions and try to reduce the number of
off-chip misses. On the other hand, private regions allow big
local private caches when all applications have similar cache
requirements. The hardware overhead of the proposed solution is minimal and it does not require software support.
Furthermore, we have extended our dynamic configuration
with Adaptive Spilling, a technique to improve the usage of
the shared cache space.
The proposed scheme outperforms previous proposals such
as the Distributed Cooperative Caching and the Adaptive
Selective Replication, achieving an average speed-up of 27%
and 12% respectively. At the same time, it reduces the number of off-chip misses by 19% and 16% due to the more
efficient cache allocation and it increases energy-efficiency
by 71% and 24% due to the reallocation avoidance of nonreused cache blocks.
This paper makes the following contributions:
• We introduce Elastic Cooperative Caching, a distributed cache partitioning mechanism that allows autonomous, scalable, and elastic cache behavior based on
application needs for next generation tiled microarchitectures.
• We present the first distributed cache repartitioning
mechanism able to operate only with local information.
• We propose a mechanism to further optimize the reallocation of evicted blocks in the shared cache space
that is also scalable and relies only on local information.

2.

BACKGROUND

There is extensive prior research on the memory hierarchy
of chip multiprocessors. This work can be divided between
static and dynamic resource partition mechanisms.
In static resource partition mechanisms [2, 3, 6, 11, 14, 19,
25, 28] all threads have the same priority and the amount
of cache assigned to each thread is changed through the coherence protocol and replacement mechanisms. These organizations either have inter-thread interferences (e.g. Cacheintensive threads may degrade performance of other applications by replacing their blocks) or are not able to give all the
cache space to a single thread if the others are not using the
cache. This is logical if we consider that the cache space is
statically mapped to threads, and can lead to a non-optimal
usage of resources in unbalanced workloads.
If we want to optimize cache allocation to reduce off-chip
misses, a repartitioning mechanism is desirable to be able
to change the cache size assigned to every thread. Dynamic resource partition mechanisms dynamically modify
the amount of memory that is assigned to every node and
eliminate inter-thread cache conflicts by allocating independent partitions of resources. These resources can be divided
in banks, sets or ways and require an arbitration mechanism
that can be software or hardware based.
Software-based dynamic configurations delegate resource
allocation to the OS. Most of these organizations divide resources in independent sections to be able to provide QoS
[4, 13, 21, 10]. Virtual Private Caches [21] divide resources

in ways and implement a hardware arbiter to dynamically
distribute the unallocated space in accordance to a fairness policy. In the Cooperative Cache Partitioning [4] resources are not only partitioned spatially, but also in time.
They apply Multiple Time-sharing Partitions to expand the
cache capacity of some threads at a given time and increase
throughput. Iyer [13] studies different mechanisms to allow
QoS in the memory hierarchy. However, it is focused on the
distribution of a unified shared last-level cache. Liu et al.
present the Shared Processor-Based Split L2 [17], a cache
configuration that also allows software-based distribution of
cache resources. The purpose of this configuration is not
to provide QoS but to be able to select private or shared
caches depending on the application. This organization is
limited by a snoop based protocol to access cache data that
requires broadcast messages to all cache banks. Finally, RNUCA proposes a variable block mapping depending on the
kind of data; allocating private data close to the requesting
node and replicating shared read-only blocks. However, it
requires OS support and works at a page-level granularity.
These configurations are limited by centralized structures
in some cases and by a software-based arbitration that increases programming complexity.
Hardware-based dynamic organizations [9, 12, 23, 24], on
the other hand, are able to implement the repartitioning
policy in hardware, reducing the programming complexity.
They are based on performance counters to measure the benefit of increasing the cache size for each thread. Adaptive Set
Pinning [24] divides resources of a last level cache through
sets by granting the replacement ownership to a thread. This
ownership is varied dynamically to optimize the cache usage.
Extra small private caches are required to allocate blocks of
threads that don’t have the ownership of the corresponding
set. In the case of the NUCA Substrate [12], a centralized
directory and a shared pool of small cache banks with different degrees of sharing is proposed. Dynamic mapping allows
data to be stored in multiple banks but requires a tag check
of all the possible destinations. The Dynamic Spill-Receive
(DSR) [22], on the other hand, uses private L2 caches to
allocate evicted blocks from other caches if a performance
improvement is expected. The ability to reallocate or accept
evicted blocks is decided through set dueling using miss information of all caches. Therefore, for a given cache, miss
information of all caches must be provided for the tested
sets to decide its behavior. This makes this technique interesting for a small number of nodes but unfeasible for a
large number of them due to the communication overhead
that this would entail. And finally, several works [9, 23]
have appeared recently that adapt the cache size through
the column caching technique [5]. Column caching is a cache
partitioning mechanism that restricts the available number
of sets when allocating a block, therefore enabling the cache
to be partitioned. In the case of Utility-Based Cache Partitioning (Utility) [23] a single last-level cache is partitioned
and assigned among threads. On the other hand, in the
Adaptive Shared/Private NUCA (ASP-NUCA) [9] a cache
for each node is divided into shared and private cache space
according to thread requirements.
Cache partitioning is controlled by the repartitioning unit,
depicted in Figure 1 for ASP-NUCA. Repartitioning in ASPNUCA is based on the expected reduction in misses for each
thread. This technique, also used in the Utility-Based Cache
Partitioning [23], stores the tags of the evicted blocks on a
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Figure 1: Adaptive Shared/Private NUCA Repartitioning Unit.

replacement in the private region. These tags are known as
shadow tags. On a cache miss, the shadow tag is checked
to detect the potential benefit of increasing the cache size.
On the other hand, on a hit in the LRU block the second
counter is updated to detect the potential degradation of
reducing the cache size.
ASP-NUCA uses all the shared cache space as a centralized shared cache where all nodes can store as many blocks
as indicated by a variable set for each of them. To be able to
track the number of blocks from each core, ASP-NUCA also
requires a CoreID field for each cache entry. When a block
needs to be allocated in the shared region all shared partitions are checked to count the number of allocated blocks
for that core. If there are less than allowed, the LRU block
from all shared partitions is evicted. If not, the LRU block
from that core is evicted.
The usage of shadow tags in all sets implies a significant
hardware overhead and, therefore, only a few sets are monitored (6%). Even after doing this reduction the hardware
overhead of ASP-NUCA is: a CoreID field in all cache entries, a shadow tag for the 6% of all cache sets, and two
counters per node.
In addition to that, ASP-NUCA never changes the amount
of private and shared cache space since every time that a private region in one node is increased, it is also decreased in
another node. Therefore, this method is not optimal when
all nodes execute independent tasks and big private caches
would be desirable for each of them or when all threads share
the data and a big shared cache would be better.
As we have seen, none of these techniques is suitable for
large tiled microarchitectures because they require either a
centralized cache or a centralized repartitioning unit that
limits the scalability.

3.

TAXONOMY OF APPLICATIONS

The design of dynamic memory hierarchies requires the
implementation of policies to distribute cache resources. Applications can benefit from cache memory up to a certain
point and the allocation mechanism must know the individual needs of each of them. In this section we study the
behavior of applications in order to analyze the potential
performance benefit of reallocating cache resources.
Figure 2 shows a characterization of the SpecOMP benchmarks for varying number of ways and sizes. It is important
to note that application behavior is highly dependent on
the section of code being executed and the cache size. We
have evaluated the SpecOMP benchmark set with 8 nodes,
private 16kb-4way L1s and private L2s of varying size and

associativity.1 Size is incremented with the addition of extra
ways to evaluate the benefits in way-partitioned caches. Execution is started in each benchmark’s most important parallel regions once all data structures are initialized. Three
different parameters are shown in Figure 2; normalized performance compared to the 8way 256kb configuration, number of misses per instruction, and the sharing relation. Each
row uses different graph scales to allow a better clarity in application behavior variations. Sharing relation shows the average number of nodes that share a block before its eviction
and indicates if threads have independent data sets. Therefore, this parameter shows the potential savings in cache
space a shared cache would provide by reducing replication.
Previous studies of dynamic cache repartitioning [23] have
divided applications in three categories; low utility, high
utility and saturating utility. However, after evaluating all
applications we have detected that these categories do not
consider the amount of sharing, which is important for an
efficient cache partitioning.
Therefore we have divided the benchmarks into four categories:
Saturating Utility: These type of applications are characterized by having a small working set that fits in the cache.
Therefore, granting more cache space to them has no impact
on their performance. These applications are characterized
by improving performance with each increase of cache size
until the working set fits in it. If extra cache space is provided performance is not affected (e.g. Equake).
Low Utility: This category is for benchmarks with low
temporal locality that make an intensive use of the memory
hierarchy but do not have reuse. These applications are especially harmful for competing benchmarks that would benefit from more cache space. They are characterized by not
improving performance when we increase cache sizes (e.g.
Gafort).
Shared High Utility: In these applications, there are
several threads that share a large number of blocks. Therefore, to optimize cache usage replication should be reduced
for shared blocks reducing private regions. Replication in
highly reused blocks, however, is still granted by L1 caches.
These applications are characterized by a high sharing (e.g.
Ammp).
Private High Utility: Finally, Private High Utility applications are those that benefit from larger levels of memory
hierarchy but do not share data between threads. They are
characterized by always improving performance when cache
size is increased and by low data sharing among nodes (e.g.
Swim).
Table 1 shows the classification of the SpecOMP benchmarks in the previously defined categories with tested benchmarks in bold. A multiprogrammed benchmark set is used
to see the influence of memory intensive benchmarks over applications with lower cache requirements. We have selected
benchmarks from each category to study the behavior of our
dynamic configurations under all possible combinations.

4. ELASTIC COOPERATIVE CACHING
In this section we describe the Elastic Cooperative Caching
(ElasticCC), a distributed and dynamic memory hierarchy
that adapts autonomously to application behavior. We have
1
Further details of the simulation environment can be found
in Section 4.

Figure 2: Spec OMP 2001 benchmark characteristics for different L2 sizes.
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4.1 Memory Coherence
To be able to have a scalable memory hierarchy organization it is important that all parts can be distributed to
avoid bottlenecks. Therefore, in this paper we use the Distributed Coherence Engines (DCEs) [11] to grant coherence
in the ElasticCC and in the evaluated version of Adaptive
Selective Replication. DCEs are directory caches responsible for maintaining coherence for a portion of the address
space. These directories can be distributed across the chip
and have been used in the ElasticCC and in the evaluated
distributed version of Adaptive Selective Replication.
Figure 3 shows the working principle of DCEs. When
a request from a given node has missed in local L1 and
L2 caches the request is forwarded to the DCE where the
block address is mapped. If the requested block is located
in another cache the DCE will forward the request to that
node so the data is transfered to the requester.
Distributed Cooperative Caching (DCC) and ElasticCC
also use the N-Chance forwarding mechanism [7] to reduce

Figure 3: DCE working example.
off-chip misses. This mechanism reallocates evicted cache
blocks in neighboring caches when the block is the last onchip copy. Forwarding (also known as spilling) is handled by
the DCE since it stores sharers information and also is able
to avoid coherence races during the transmission. Spilling
can be repeated N times for a given block. Since replication
control is already enforced by the coherence protocol, in this
paper N is set to 1 like in [3] and [11]. Therefore, if the spilled
block is evicted again, it is evicted from the chip.

4.2 ElasticCC Structure
The ElasticCC framework consists of several independent
L2 cache memories that are logically divided into a shared
and a private region that compete for the cache space. Private regions store all the evicted blocks from the local L1 and

Our cache repartitioning is done every fixed number of
cycles and the decision is based on the number of hits on
the Least Recently Used (LRU) blocks of the shared and
the private parts of the cache. If the resulting value of the
counter exceeds an Upper Threshold (UT) then the size of
the private region is increased. If the value does not reach a
Lower Threshold (LT) then the size of the shared region is
increased. For all the middle values the size is not changed
to avoid oscillatory states. Repartitioning is done at a given
number of cycles to match program phases behavior and
thresholds are control registers set at boot time.
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Figure 4: ElasticCC Node Structure.
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Figure 5: ElasticCC Repartitioning Unit.
shared regions store spilled blocks from neighboring caches.
This allows the creation of big local private caches if all applications have similar cache requirements and a big shared
cache if only a few take advantage of extra cache space.
ElasticCC also adjusts the level of replication by repartitioning caches. Shared data is replicated when requested in
the corresponding private regions but is never replicated in
the shared region since it stores only unique blocks. Therefore, bigger private regions allow a higher replication and
bigger shared regions limit it. To achieve the separation
between private and shared cache space we have used the
column caching technique proposed by Chiou [5] that allows separation and dynamic repartitioning without having
to invalidate any block.
The extra hardware required for each node is a Repartitioning Unit and a Spilled Block Allocator, described in
detail in the next subsections. The Cache Repartitioning
Unit is responsible for dynamically adjusting the amount of
cache that is going to be private or devoted to spilled blocks.
Since not all nodes have the same shared cache space, the
Spilled Block Allocator is responsible for deciding to which
node a locally evicted block is spilled. This part is also important because more blocks should be spilled to the nodes
with more shared space and less to the ones highly used by
the local node. Figure 4 shows the structure of the proposed
configuration.

4.3 Cache Repartitioning Unit
Our Cache Repartitioning Unit, depicted in Figure 5, adjusts the proportion of private and shared space locally for
every L2 cache, avoiding centralized structures that limit
the scalability. As can be seen, the hardware overhead of
the repartitioning unit is minimal. The Repartitioning Unit
only needs one counter per node that is incremented with
Private LRU block hits and decremented with Shared LRU
block hits.

If Private_LRU_Hit then
Increase Counter
EndIf
If Shared_LRU_Hit then
Decrease Counter
EndIf
If Repartition_Cycle then
If Counter > Upper_Threshold then
Add_Private_Way
Send Repartition_Info_Msg
ElseIf Counter < Lower_Threshold then
Add_Shared_Way
Send Repartition_Info_Msg
EndIf
Clear Counter
EndIf

Figure 6: Cache Repartitioning Algorithm.
Figure 6 shows the cache repartitioning algorithm, where
hits in the LRU blocks of the private region increase a counter
and hits in the LRU blocks of the shared region decrease it.
Because we use LRU hits to decide to change the cache size,
we can increase the private size of the cache even when the
working set already fits in it. However, this is only going to
happen when the shared region is not used since in the other
cases the LRU hits in the shared region will compensate the
counter value.
Repartitioning does not require the eviction of all cache
blocks of the reassigned way since this would degrade performance unnecessarily. Once a cache is repartitioned partition
sizes are updated and this information is used by the replacement mechanism. Therefore, new blocks will gradually
replace the ones belonging to the other partition. Private
and Shared portions must always have at least 1 way to
simplify the coherence protocol and avoid race conditions.
Therefore, partitioning only affects the replacement and allocation mechanisms. For accesses, the L2 cache can be
seen as a normal shared cache, directly accessed by the local
processor or indirectly accessed by other nodes through the
DCEs. This organization also means that in-flight coherence messages of blocks being shifted among regions are not
going to be affected.

4.4 Spilled Block Allocator
The second important part of the Elastic Cooperative
Caching is the distribution of spilled blocks across the chip.
Due to the dynamic behavior of caches some nodes can be
mostly private and without cache space for spilled blocks
and other nodes can be completely shared. Therefore it is
important to have a Spilled Block Allocator in each node to
distribute spilled blocks efficiently.

Type
Saturating Utility
Low Utility
Shared High Utility
Private High Utility

Working Set size
Small
Big
Big
Big

Sharing
H/L
Low
High
Low

Local Reuse
H/L
Low
H/L
High

Private Cache size
Small
Small
Small
Big

Spilling
No
No
Yes
Yes

Table 2: Application Types Behavior
Every time that a cache is repartitioned, a message is
broadcast to all nodes with the partitioning information.
This information is later used by the Spilled Block Allocator to distribute data among caches in a more efficient way:
sending more evicted blocks to caches with more shared
space. Since this mechanism is only used to balance the
amount of spilled blocks among nodes, and the maximum
size variation on each repartitioning is going to be a single
way, we allow the use of stale information when caches are
repartitioned. Thus, it is possible to separate the repartitioning information from the critical paths and broadcast it
in a low priority network channel.
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Figure 7: Spilled Block Allocator.
The proposed Spilled Block Allocator depicted in Figure 7
uses a Round-Robin arbiter with a bit vector containing the
cache partitioning information of each way of each cache.
The bit vector is updated every time that a message with
partitioning information is received, with a bit representing
the shared or private state of each way. When a block is
evicted from the local private partition the arbiter selects
the next shared way and spills the block to the corresponding node. Therefore, all shared ways are used equally and
in circular order and nodes with more shared space receive
more spilled blocks.

4.5 Adaptive Spilling mechanism
Elastic Cooperative Caching, as shown in previous sections, distributes available cache space to reduce the number of off-chip misses. Spilling, however, is done regardless
of application properties. This may cause interferences between applications in the shared cache space. We propose
an extension to the Elastic Cooperative Caching that takes
advantage of its fully distributed organization and decides
locally (i.e. autonomously) whether spilling is needed or not
depending on the type of application.
Table 2 shows the most important characteristics of each
of the application categories defined in section 2 and the last
two columns show the desired behavior of our system. Low
Utility applications, for example, minimize private regions
due to their low reuse but still are able to use the shared
region. Since this type of applications may have a very high

number of misses, the shared cache is going to be filled by
blocks that are not going to be reused. The desired behavior
in this case would be to forbid spilling. It can be seen that
only High Utility applications benefit from the shared cache
space. Therefore, our Adaptive Spilling mechanism detects
high utility applications and allows them to use the shared
cache space while making it unavailable to others.
We will allow spilling, then, for both Private and Shared
High Utility applications, but our mechanisms detect each
of these applications differently. Private High Utility applications are detected through block reuse. Since applications
with high reuse will have a high number of private ways,
spilling is allowed when 75% of the cache (6 ways) is private.
For Shared High Utility applications, sharing is detected by
monitoring cache-to-cache transfers. The spilling decision is
done on a per-block basis, allowing us to spill only the truly
shared blocks. To track the sharing history of data, one bit
is added to each entry of the DCE and is set when there is
a cache-to-cache transfer (1= Block was shared, 0= Block
was never shared). This bit is later used to detect the corresponding utility type together with the size of the private
and shared regions. Our studies have shown that if a block
was shared only once it is worth while to spill that block.
This information is stored in the DCEs because it provides a
global view of the sharing history of the block and avoids the
influence of variations in the L2 cache size. The hardware
overhead of this improvement is 64 Bytes of extra memory
per DCE, which is negligible.

5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
We have evaluated our proposed framework with Simics [18], a full-system execution-driven simulator extended
with the GEMS [20] toolset that provides a detailed memory hierarchy model. We have added a power model to the
simulator based on Orion [27] and Cacti [26] to evaluate the
energy efficiency of our proposal. Our configuration uses
simple cores with small primary caches to improve the aggregate thread throughput by a high number of processors [8].
Table 3 shows the values for the most important configuration parameters.
Previously selected benchmarks of the SPECOMP2001
workload set have been simulated with the reference input
sets and in pairs, each of them executing 8 threads.
The Elastic Cooperative Caching framework has been compared against traditional organizations such as shared or
private last level cache. As we have seen, existing cache
partitioning techniques rely on a centralized cache or a centralized repartitioning unit with information from all caches
that works very well for a small number of nodes. However,
for a high number of cores, the scalability of these techniques
is very limited. For instance, ASP-NUCA has a max number
of blocks in a set for the private and the shared partition.
This means that for replacements in the shared region, all

Parameter
Number Processors
Instr Window/ROB
Branch Predictor
Technology
Frequency
Voltage
Block size
L1 I/D Cache
L2 Cache
DCE Size
Network Type
Hop Latency
Link BW
Memory Bus Latency

Value
16
16/48 entries
YAGS
70 nm
4 GHz
1.1 V
64 bytes
16 KB, 4-way
256 KB, 8-way
8192 entries
Mesh with 2 VNC
3 cycles
16 bytes/cycle
250 cycles

Table 3: Configuration Parameters
shared partitions are considered as a unique cache. Therefore a distributed version of this technique would require
snooping all nodes on every cache replacement, potentially
saturating the network. Therefore we consider it more fair
to compare ElasticCC to scalable state-of-the-art cache organizations like the Adaptive Selective Replication [2] and
the Distributed Cooperative Caching [11].
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Figure 8: ElasticCC Memory Structure.
Since our work is intended for large tiled microarchitectures we have used Distributed Coherence Engines (DCEs)
[11] to grant coherence in the ASR technique and in the
ElasticCC to avoid centralized directories or snoop based
protocols. To the best of the authors knowledge, this is the
first time a realistic distributed version of the ASR technique is implemented and evaluated. Network interconnect
also plays an important role in the overall performance [15].
Therefore, we have used a mesh interconnect to have a scalable solution. Figure 8 shows the memory structure of ElasticCC with one DCE per node. In all the tested configurations two levels of cache are used, as well as a MOESI
protocol to grant coherence between nodes. All simulations
use a local and private L1 cache and a shared/private L2
cache for every processor. Evaluated configurations are:
Shared Memory. This configuration assumes a NonUniform Cache Access (NUCA) architecture. L2 cache is

physically distributed across the nodes and logically unified.
Addresses are mapped to cache banks in an interleaved way
to try to distribute requests in the network. L1 and L2
caches are inclusive and the L2 also includes the directory
information for the allocated entries. On an L1 miss, the
L2 bank corresponding to the address is accessed. If the
block is located in another L1 in read-only mode, then it is
replicated in the requesting node L1. Otherwise, the owner
is invalidated without having to access the off-chip directory.
This configuration tries to optimize cache usage and reduce
off-chip accesses.
Private Memory. In this design, an L2 cache bank is
assigned to every processor. On an L2 cache miss, memory
must be accessed to check if the block is shared and to retrieve the data. This configuration makes little usage of the
on-chip network and tries to optimize the access latency by
placing all cache blocks in the local L2.
Distributed Cooperative Caching. (DCC) [11] This
configuration has been used as a baseline, therefore, results
are normalized over it. With this configuration it is possible
to see the influence of interferences produced by the usage
of a common cache space for private and spilled blocks. It
uses 1 DCE for each node/processor with 2 R/W ports and
8-way associativity.
Adaptive Selective Replication. (ASR) [2] We have
evaluated a distributed version of the ASR technique where
coherence is granted through DCEs. This configuration uses
8 K entry 8 way NLHBs and 512 entry 8 way VTBs for each
node.
Elastic Cooperative Caching. (ElasticCC) We have
evaluated our dynamic proposal with a Cache Repartitioning
Unit updated every 100k cycles and with a high threshold
of 5 and a low threshold of 0. Thresholds are determined
empirically. Since there is no previous information available
on the behavior of applications, caches are initialized with 4
private and 4 shared ways.
ElasticCC + Adaptive Spilling. (ElasticCC+AS) This
configuration evaluates the Elastic Cooperative Caching extended with the Adaptive Spilling mechanism, which only
allows spilling when the private region occupies 75% of the
cache (6 ways) or when the evicted block was shared. Thresholds for the Repartitioning Unit are the same as the previous
configuration.
Ideal. Finally, a configuration that shows how much performance is possible to extract by increasing the cache size
is evaluated. This configuration doubles the cache space in
each node by using half private half shared 16 way 512kb
L2 caches. In this case the shared/private division is static
and grants 8 ways to each region. This situation emulates a
configuration where there is -at the same moment- the maximum private and maximum shared space (i.e. twice the
capacity of the evaluated cache).

6. RESULTS
6.1 Performance and Energy Efficiency
In this section, the Elastic Cooperative Caching is evaluated and compared to existing memory hierarchy configurations. Figure 9(a) shows the performance of the studied configurations normalized to Distributed Cooperative Caching,
the power/performance relation that measures the energy
efficiency of the proposed solutions, and the number of offchip misses per instruction.

Figure 9: Normalized performance, Normalized energy efficiency and Off-Chip misses per Instr.
The performance graph shows that the Elastic Cooperative Caching outperforms the Distributed Cooperative Caching by an average of 27%, by 12% over the distributed version of Adaptive Selective Replication, by 52% over private
caches, and by 53% over a distributed shared cache. Performance improvement in dynamic configurations is highly
dependent on the characteristics of all the applications being
executed simultaneously. Performance improvements can
only come from High Utility benchmarks and in the other
cases the adaptive mechanism must find the lowest amount
of dedicated resources that does not degrade performance.
It can be seen that the Elastic Cooperative Caching is
able to improve the performance of High Utility benchmarks
when they are able to benefit from the extra cache space of
neighboring applications. In some cases, it achieves almost
the same performance as the Ideal configuration that has
twice the cache space. The only configuration where performance is not similar to the ideal configuration is the one executing two High Utility benchmarks (Swim-Ammp), where
ASR gets better performance. In this case both benchmarks
benefit from the larger cache space and none of them leaves
unused cache space. ElasticCC, however, outperforms ASR
in all other cases thanks to its ability to repartition caches.
From the High Utility applications, Ammp is the one that
improves its performance in a more significant way. This
application is known for sharing a lock variable that leads
to increased invalidations and cache misses[1]. Elastic Cooperative Caching is able to keep this data in the caches
by avoiding replication of shared blocks and this leads to a
high reduction in the number of off-chip cache misses. On
the other hand, Swim requires much more cache space to im-

prove its performance. Therefore, in this case, performance
improvements depend much more on the other application
that is executing simultaneously. However, when executing
with a Low Utility benchmark (Gafort-Swim), it is able to
increase performance by 10%.
The energy efficiency of Elastic Cooperative Caching is
showed in Figure 9(b). Results in MIPS3 /W are normalized
over the DCC configuration. ElasticCC+AS shows a 71%
improvement over DCC and 24% over ASR. The more effective usage of shared regions with Adaptive Spilling can
be seen in this graph. ElasticCC+AS improves the energy
efficiency by 12% over ElasticCC without Adaptive Spilling.
This improvement is produced by more effective spilling that
reduces the network traffic and the avoids unnecessary reallocations of blocks without reuse.
Finally, Figure 9(c) shows the number of off-chip misses
per instruction for each configuration. As expected the more
efficient use of caches of ElasticCC brings an average reduction of 18.6% over DCC and 16.4% over ASR.

6.2 Dynamic behavior of ElasticCC
To see how the Elastic Cooperative Caching adapts to application behavior Figure 10 shows the average partitioning
of the caches through the execution of the applications. Results show that the Repartitioning Unit is able to detect the
application behavior and adapt cache sizes accordingly. The
Low Utility application (Gafort) is granted in all cases less
than 4 ways. The number of private ways assigned depends
on the neighbor application. Therefore, when the second application is a Private High Utility one (Gafort-Swim), private ways are even reduced to less than 2. On the other

Figure 10: Average number of private ways per benchmark in ElasticCC and ElasticCC + AS and percentage
of spilled blocks per benchmark in ElasticCC + AS compared to ElasticCC.
hand, the Private High Utility application (Swim) always
uses all the available cache space and ends with 7 private
ways. Finally, in the case of the Shared High Utility application (Ammp), it is possible to see that the amount of
private cache is reduced to reduce replication and keep a
bigger number of different cache blocks on-chip.
Although cache repartitioning is done correctly, the usage
of the shared space is not optimized since Low Utility applications are going to corrupt it. Therefore a configuration
with Adaptive Spilling also has been tested. Figure 10(b)
shows the average final state for this configuration and also
the percentage of evicted blocks that have been spilled to
the shared cache. Caches are adapted to application behavior as well as without Adaptive Spilling but in this case
private regions are slightly larger. This increase is compensated by the much more restrictive usage of shared regions.
It is interesting to observe how the Adaptive Spilling is able
to filter data that is not going to be reused. Figure 10(c)
shows the percentage of spilled blocks. Spilling for the Low
Utility application (Gafort) is significantly cut down in all
cases compared with the ElasticCC alone where all evicted
blocks are spilled. This reduction increases the available
cache space for other applications.

Figure 11:
reused.

Percentage of spilled blocks that are

Figure 12: Cache behavior for thread 1 of Equake.

The effectiveness of Adaptive Spilling can bee seen in Figure 11 where the percentage of spilled blocks that are reused
is shown. Elastic Cooperative Caching clearly increases the
efficiency of spilling compared to Distributed Cooperative
Caching. Reuse is increased on average from 7.1% to 12.5%,
avoiding unnecessary reallocations of blocks without reuse.
Adaptive Spilling is able to further increase this reuse up
to 18.4%. This translates to fewer unnecessary messages
across the network and improves the energy efficiency of the
proposed configuration.
Finally, Figure 12 shows the temporal behavior of the elastic Shared/private cache of the node executing thread 1 of
Equake for the Gafort-Equake combination. The plot shows
the miss rate of the private region for a fixed version with
half private-half shared cache and for ElasticCC. When the
local thread makes no reuse at all, the shared cache space
is increased so other nodes can take advantage. On the
other hand, when reuse is high, the cache behaves as private to reduce cache misses. An finally, when reuse is small
or medium, the behavior depends on other threads require-

ments. Since Gafort is an application with low reuse, very
few blocks are going to be reallocated in the shared space
and the cache is kept mostly private. In addition, Figure
12 shows that when reuse is small the cache is more likely
to repartition than when we have a medium reuse. It can
be seen that ElasticCC is not only capable of detecting differences among applications but also variations within the
same application, adjusting cache size accordingly.

7.

CONCLUSIONS

A dynamic and scalable memory hierarchy is necessary
for next generation tiled microarchitectures. Elastic Cooperative Caching is shown to be a good candidate due to its
autonomy, distributed organization and adaptivity to applications. Its repartitioning unit is the first to allow independent resource allocation based on local information, making
it suitable for tiles with a high number of cores. The proposed scheme is able to detect the different cache requirements among applications and distribute cache resources accordingly without software support. Furthermore, the sensitivity of the repartitioning unit is able to detect changes
in the execution phase of an application and adapt the system to the new situation. ElasticCC achieves a speedup of
27% over Distributed Cooperative Caching, 12% over Adaptive Selective Replication, 52% over private caches, and 53%
over a distributed shared cache. More effective cache allocation is responsible for this improvement since it leads to a
19% reduction of off-chip misses compared to DCC and 16%
compared to ASR. Furthermore, the dynamic management
of cache resources avoids the energy overhead of reallocating
not-reused cache blocks and consequently increases energy
efficiency by 71% over the DCC configuration and 24% over
the ASR configuration.
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